
Refresh Size and Levels – two basic concepts to get right.

Resizing images for printing and on screen

Image – Resize 
– Image Size …
The image size dialog 
box: dimensions in 
pixels and size of 
image if printed at 
a certain number of 
pixels per inch. The 
two boxes can be 
linked or unlinked so 
that changes made in 
one are reflected in 
the other. Essentially 
two distinct ways of 
looking at the same 
image: how many 
pixels it contains and 
how big you can print 
it.

Out of the camera the image will have a certain size, say 4800x2704 pixels (2MB in total). 
What you want to do with it determines what size you want to make the image. 

Viewing on screen only needs whatever your monitor resolution is, e.g. 1600x900 pixels 
and so a reduced size is adequate – file is also smaller. To reduce the size of the image: check 
in ‘Resample image’ and change the number of pixels in the height or width box at the top. 
Select ‘Bicubic sharper’ as you are reducing the image size. Note: after resizing you may need 
to apply a little sharpening.

Printing needs the maximum number of pixels to get the best print quality. The size of the 
printed image is a result of the number of pixels and the density at which the printer prints 
the pixels. First uncheck ‘Resample image’ because you don’t want to change the number of 
pixels only the density at which they are printed. If printing to at least A4 select something 
in the range 200-300 ppi. See how changing the dpi in the dialog box changes the size of the 
print. The lower the ppi the ‘blockier’ the printed image. You wont see a difference on screen 
but you will see it in the print.

OK so what happens if you increase the size of the print? If ‘Resample image’ is not checked 
the dpi just gets smaller. That is the same number of pixels are spread further and the 
outcome is a poorer quality print once you get significantly below 200 dpi.  If ‘Resample 
image’ is checked the number of pixels increases. So where did they come from? Not from 
the image as produced by the camera. Photoshop ‘invents’ them. It does its best but the 
inevitable outcome is a less sharp print.

Photoshop Elements 10

Part 2: Panoramas & Layers



Levels and the histogram

Enhance – Adjust Lighting – Levels …
Move the sliders in from both sides to fit the histogram. 
(See right) This enhances contrast and gives a more 
‘punchy’ image. Hold down the alt key and move the 
sliders to see when the effects kick in. The middle slider 
changes the mid tones in the image and lightens or 
darkens them. The graph represents in proportionate 
terms the number of pixels in the image at all levels of 
tone between black and white.

Panoramas
File – New – Photomerge Panorama …

It’s essentially an automatic merge of several 
photographs. But first, when taking the shots for the panorama:

• Control exposure. Auto exposure (P, A, S) is likely to give a sudden change of tone at 
the joins which will show the join. Work out an average exposure over the range of 
shots and set it in Manual (M) mode.

• Do not use Auto ISO setting so as to avoid different brightness levels.
• Do not use a polariser as its effect will change over the sequence of shots.
• Focus. Auto focus may lead to differential focus from shot to shot and cause bad joins. 

Choose the best average focus and set camera to manual focus so it doesn’t change. 
Use f11-16 if possible to get good DoF

• Do not change zoom between shots and avoid very wide angle lens settings but you 
can use a telephoto end of the zoom.

• Keep camera level from shot to shot.
• Provide an overlap between images of 25-33% to give Photoshop plenty of scope to 

find matches.
• Plan your panorama and practice the shots in the viewfinder so as to avoid prominent 

nearby objects on the joins – leads to alignment problems. Lines like roads and fences 
that are near and parallel to the viewpoint will appear curved not straight. Overshoot 
because you will have to trim off all the edges of the final composition.

• Avoid moving objects like fast moving clouds or slow moving vehicles or people that 
will appear in more than one shot – unless that is what you want!

• Use portrait mode not landscape to avoid very thin panoramas.
• Pivot the camera correctly from near the front of the lens. Technically this is the 

‘entrance pupil point’, 
the point where the 
image is inverted in 
the lens. Sometimes 
called the nodal point. 
If you do not you will 
get very curved edges 
to the panorama 
and lose too much in 
cropping. There are 
special panorama 
heads which get the 
pivot in the right place 
but you don’t have to 
use them - just mimic 
their action when 
moving the camera.

In Photoshop you tell it which 
images to merge and it does 



the rest! Open all the images to be used. File - New - Photomerge Panorama. Add open files 
and leave at Auto to see if that works best. Each image is on its own layer and the final task 
is to crop and flatten the image with Layer – Flatten image.

Layers

Think of layers as a base image with a series of sheets 
above it which contain a change to how the image looks. 
You see the image as if looking down from the top of the 
stack of layers. You can change the opacity of a layer 
and the order it appears in the stack. Importantly the 
original image remains intact in the base and so the 
changes are non destructive. If you save the file as a 
psd file you can come back to it later and still change 
things.

Set up the layers panel: Window – Layers. Get the look 
you like with the top right pop-up and Panel options.

Types of Layers: Click on icons at the bottom of the 
panel or go to menu Layers. 

• Duplicate layer: copies the layer below
• New  Fill Layer: Solid colour, Gradient, 

Pattern
• Pattern: select a pattern to overlay
• Adjustment Layers: make a variety of editing 

changes to the image.

Layer masks: Can be added automatically or add from 
icon. These allow removal of the effect of the layer in 
a precise way. Much more control than simply erasing. 
Note: If your version of Elements does not have Layer 
Masks then, I’m sorry but it is time to upgrade!

Some things to try with layers.

Blur backgrounds:
Open an image. Layer – duplicate layer. Then Filter 
– Blur – Gaussian blur to the extent required. Add Layer 
mask using Layer – Layer Mask – reveal all from the 
menu bar or click on icon. Set colour picker to black and 
white. Select brush tool and size as appropriate (soft or 
hard edge). Make sure layer mask is selected and paint 
over the image using black to remove layer mask and 
white to replace it. When finished save as psd file. To 
save as jpg it is necessary to flatten image first (Layer 
– flatten image).

Using gradient fill:
Layer – New fill layer – Gradient. Select suitable style. 
Uncheck align with image to make it mobile. Then move 
it before clicking OK. Use a layer mask to change the 
intensity of the mask – as above. Note you can change 
the hardness and intensity of the brush.
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Colour popping:
Layer - New adjustment layer – Hue, saturation. Note that the layer mask is already in place. 
De-saturate. Use layer mask to remove the monochrome to expose the colour underneath.

Adjustment layers – the flexible edit tool:
Layer – New Adjustment Layer then select the one you want. Try several, each on a different 
layer. Having made an adjustment globally on the image modify its effect using layer mask 
techniques.

Adding borders using Layer styles:
Layer – Duplicate Layer. Increase canvas size: Image – Resize – Canvas size. Select colour 
and add extension amount. Then Layer – Layer style – Style settings. Choose one or more 
styles and change the settings.

Combining images with layers:
Open two images. In one Ctrl+A to select the whole image. Ctrl+C to copy it. In the other 
image use Ctrl+V to paste it onto a new layer. Add a layer mask and then delete – brush out 
– the bit you don’t want to keep.


